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ANACHEEVA
b.h. 2007 by Anabaa – Monroe Magic by Zabeel
“Anacheeva is a classic winning Champion Miler. He is by Champion Sprinter and outstanding
sire, Anabaa, one of the most important sons of Danzig. On the distaff side, he is out of the
famed Zabeel mare, Monroe Magic, dam of four graded stakes winners, three of them grade
one, and two of them classic winners. With these credentials, Anacheeva looks a standout in
the Victoria program..”
Anacheeva is a classic winner of 4 races, A$969,275, including Caulfield Guineas (G1),
Caulfield Guineas Prelude (G3) and Mitchell McKenzie Stakes, third AJC Australian Derby
(G1).
Anacheeva is by European Champion Anabaa, a winner of 8 races, $482,394, including July
Cup (G1), Prix Maurice de Gheest (G1), Prix du Gros-Chene (G2), Prix de Saint-Georges (G3),
Prix Cor de Chasse, Prix Servanne, etc. Anabaa is sire of 88 stakes winners, including
Champions Goldikova, Anabar, Yell, Anabandana, group and grade one winners Anacheeva,
Headturner, Amonita, Anabaa Blue, Rouvres, Precision, Virage de Fortune, Teranaba,
Imananabaa, Le Drakkar, Plumania, Style Vendome, etc.
Anacheeva is a brother to Headturner (AJC Australian Derby (G1)), and half-brother to
O’Marilyn (Manawatu Sires’ Produce Stakes (G1)) and Kroner (Premiere Stakes (G2). His
dam, Monroe Magic, is out of My Marilyn, a graded stakes placed half-sister to stakes
winner Danasar, and to graded stakes placed Bali Sugar (dam of Champion Butterscotch and
graded stakes winner Viennetta; granddam of graded stakes winner Golden Archer), Bali Hi
(dam of stakes winner Eire Hostess), and Dancing Mistress (dam of stakes winner Savour The
Moment). The third dam, Tasman Dancer, is half-sister to stakes winner Sukram, to graded
placed Generalissimo, and to the dam of Champion Winestock.
Anacheeva has Northern Dancer 3 x 5 x 5
Anabaa has sired 21 stakes winners out of Northern Dancer line mares. His champion Yell is
one of two stakes winners by Anabaa out of mares by Bluebird, sire of Dolphin Street and
Lake Coniston. Bluebird is by Storm Bird (a genetic relative to The Minstrel, who is in the
dam of the mare), and from the Storm Cat branch of that line, Anabaa has sired a stakes
winner out of a mare by Hennessy (sire of Johannesburg), and this line might also be
introduced through Giant’s Causeway and Shamardal, Van Nistelrooy, Tale of the Cat,
Catrail and Statue of Liberty (who gives linebreeding to the exceptional mare Gay Missile).
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Over mares from the sire line of Nijinsky II – a three-quarters-brother to The Minstrel –
Anabaa sired grade two winner French Bid out of a mare by Copper Kingdom, as well as
stakes winners out of mares by Dancing Spree and Generous (by Caerleon, also sire of
Tenby, Alquoz and Corwyn Bay). It could also be worth considering bringing in Nijinsky II
through Royal Academy and Yeats (a close relative to Nureyev, who is in the pedigree of
Anacheeva).
Anacheeva is a half-brother to grade one winner O’Marilyn, who is O’Reilly, a son of Last
Tycoon (who is available through Iglesia, Written Tycoon, Bigstone, Just Awesome,
O’Reilly, Towkay and Knowledge).
Anacheeva’s granddam is inbred to Northern Dancer through Windfields Farm-bred The
Minstrel and Vice Regent. Anabaa has sired two stakes winners out of mares by Night Shift,
who is another Windfields-bred, and related to both of those horses. He could be brought in
through Align, Nicolotte and Azamour. The Vice Regent strain could also be profitably
doubled through Deputy Minister (broodmare sire of an Anabaa stakes winner) and Dehere.
Anabaa has two stakes winners out of Nureyev mares, and sources of this strain that appeal
here are Peintre Celebre, Stravinksy and Fasliyev. The cross with Sadler’s Wells line mares
has not been exceptional for Anabaa, although he does have stakes winners out of mares by
Singspiel and Scenic (sire of Blevic). However, Anacheeva is out of a mare by Zabeel
(broodmare sire, Nureyev, a three-quarters brother to Sadler’s Wells), and in addition to
those mentioned we can note Zabeel combining successfully with Sadler’s Wells through
Carnegie, Montjeu, Barathea, High Chaparral and Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New
Approach). Fairy King is a brother to Sadler’s Wells, and he may work well here through
Encosta de Lago (broodmare sire of an Anabaa grade two winner) and his son, Delago Brom,
as well as Helissio, Helenus and Falbrav.
The Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord and Sir Gaylord/Northern Dancer combination is
prominent in the pedigree of Anabaa, and that would encourage trying Northern Dancer
through General Nediym, whose grandsire, Shareef Dancer, is a product of the same cross.
As a son of Danzig, Anabaa was not tested frequently with Danzig line mares, although he
does have a stakes winner out of a mare by Grand Lodge (by Chief’s Crown). We can note,
however, that there are already six stakes winners by Danzig line stallions out of Anabaa
mares, including grade one winner Rostova (by Testa Rossa, a son of Perugino, a threequarters brother to Nureyev, which should work well here). There are also two stakes
winners by Redoute’s Choice, and one by his son, Not A Single Doubt. Another Danzig line
stallion who might work here is Flying Spur, who goes back to Fanfreluche, as does his close
relative Holy Roman Emperor.
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The cross of Anabaa with Mr. Prospector line mares has provided 14 stakes winners. This
includes three out of mares by Woodman (sire of Timber Country and Hector Protector);
one out of a mare by Gone West, and another out of a mares by that horse’s son, Zafonic
(sire of Xaar, who looks interesting here), suggesting trying other Gone West line stallions,
such as Mr. Greeley, Iffraaj, Elusive Quality, Elusive City and Grand Slam; and two stakes
winners out of mares by Machiavellian (sire of Street Cry and Vettori – who appeals here –
and grandsire of Street Sense).
Woodman is a Mr. Prospector/Buckpasser cross and Anabaa also has stakes winners out of
mares by the similarly-bred Seeking the Gold (sire of Secret Savings, Lujain and Dubawi – a
horse who may like the Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord in Anacheeva) and Miswaki (sire of
Umatilla and Bachelor Duke). There is an Anabaa stakes winner out of a mare by Gulch (sire
of Thunder Gulch), one out of a mare by Kingmambo (sire of King’s Best – who is from the
family of an Anabaa classic winner – and Dubai Destination), and one out of a mare by Celtic
Swing. It might also pay to introduce Mr. Prospector through Hussonet, Defensive Play,
Unbridled’s Song, El Moxie (sire of a Champion from Anacheeva’s family), and Distorted
Humor and Fusaichi Pegasus (who both give well-placed inbreeding to Danzig).
Anabaa has four group winners out of Roberto line mares. They include classic winner Style
Vendome, who is out of a mare by Dr. Fong, a son of Kris S., a horse who can be introduced
through Prized and Brocco; graded winner Slapstick, who is out of mare by Red Ransom
(who might be sourced through such as Sri Pekan, Domesday, Charge Forward, Intikhab and
Ekraar); and group winner Arazan, out of mare by Lear Fan, the sire of Casual Lies. It would
also be worth considering introducing Roberto through At Talaq and Touching Wood.
It could also be worth trying Anacheeva over mares descending from Roberto’s sire, Halo,
through More Than Ready, Sunday Silence (represented in Australia by Tayasu Tsuyoshi,
Fuji Kiseki and Genuine) and Don’t Say Halo.
Anabaa did very well with mares from the Kenmare line, siring group one winner Virage de
Fortune out of a mare by Kenmare himself, two stakes winners, including group three
winner Ana Marie out of a mare by Kendor, and a group winner out of a mare Highest
Honor, as well as a stakes winner out of a mare by that horse’s son, Verglas. This would
suggest also trying mares by Metal Storm, Kenvain and Tribu, as well another from the
Kalamoun line in Jeune.
Introducing the Sir Tristram line will mean doubling that horse, but we can note that
Anacheeva’s graded stakes winning half-brother is bred a stallion bred on Danzig/Sir
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Tristram cross and has Sir Tristram 3 x 3. One might look to daughters of Marauding,
Grosvenor, Kaapstad, Sovereign Red and Dalmacia, all of who appear in stakes winners
inbred to Sir Tristram with one strain via Zabeel, as her.
Crossed over mares from the Star Kingdom line Anabaa has sired grade one winner
Imananabaa out of a mare by Zemindar and a stakes winner out of a mare by Black Zephyr
(both by Zephyr Bay), grade two winner Dances on Waves out of a mare by Canny Lad (by
Bletchingly, who might also be brought in through Hurrican Sky) and stakes winner Donna
Natalia out of a mare by Marscay. From the Luskin Star branch of Star Kingdom, one might
also consider daughters of St. Covet.
Duplicating Riverman has worked well for Anabaa, and this might be achieved with
daughters of Brief Truce or Exit to Nowhere. Anabaa has a trio of group one winners out of
Blushing Groom line mares, and this cross might be best introduced through Quest For
Fame, Nassipour or Housebuster. We will also note that Anabaa has two stakes winners out
of mares by Bite the Bullet (who gives a double of the important mare, Gay Missile), and his
close relative, Spectacular Spy might also work well.
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SUMMARY – ESPECIALLY PROMISING STRAINS
From the above, strains or individual stallions that look particularly strong here are include:
Storm Bird through Bluebird and Storm Cat (including via Hennessy, Tale of the Cat, Giant’s
Causeway and Statue of Liberty). Last Tycoon, particularly through O’Reilly. Night Shift and
his sister Fanfreluche (in Encosta de Lago and Flying Spur).
Sadler’s Wells would particularly appeal through Carnegie, High Chaparral, Montjeu,
Galileo and Scenic, although these crosses are very likely to result in middle-distance
runners. General Nediym, reinforcing the Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord cross should work
well.
I would be prepared to cross back over Danzig via Grand Lodge, Testa Rossa, Perugino,
Redoute’s Choice and Flying Spur and Holy Roman Emperor.
Most Mr. Prospector looks strong, but particularly Woodman and Miswaki (including
Umatilla and Bachelor Duke); Gone West, including Zafonic/Xaar, Grand Slam and Elusive
Quality; Machiavellian through Street Cry and Gulch; El Moxie; and Fusaichi Pegasus and
Distorted Humor.
Roberto is strongly indicated, and particularly Red Ransom, with Domesday doubing The
Minstrel.
Kenmare line mares appear very strong, notably Kendor and Verglas. Duplicating the Gay
Missile strain via Bite The Bullet and Spectacular Spy is also well worth trying.
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ANACHEEVA – STALLION SYNOPSIS
A classic-winning Champion Miler, Anacheeva is by Champion Sprinter and outstanding sire,
Anabaa, one of the most important sons of Danzig, and is out of a mare who is dam of four
graded stakes winners, three of them grade one.
Although Anabaa is a Northern Dancer line stallion he has done well back over mares from
that line, siring 21 stakes winners out of Northern Dancer line mares. His champion Yell is
one of two stakes winners by Anabaa out of mares by Bluebird, a son of Storm Bird, who is
also available through Storm Cat, whose representative in Australia include Hennessy,
Giant’s Causeway and his son Shamardal, Tale of the Cat and Statue of Liberty (who gives
linebreeding to the exceptional mare Gay Missile). Danzig has also done well with Nijinsky II,
a horse bred on similar lines to Storm Bird, including through Copper Kingdom and
Generous (by Caerleon), which also suggests Royal Academy and Yeats.
Anacheeva is a half-brother to grade one winner O’Marilyn, who is O’Reilly, a son of Last
Tycoon. Still with the Northern Dancer line we can note that Anacheeva’s granddam is
inbred to the great little Canadian through the Windfields Farm-bred The Minstrel and Vice
Regent. Anabaa has sired two stakes winners out of mares by Night Shift, who is another
Windfields-bred, and related to both of those horses. He could be brought in through Align,
Nicolette and Azamour. The Vice Regent strain could also be profitably doubled through
Deputy Minister (broodmare sire of an Anabaa stakes winner) through his sons French
Deputy and Dehere.
Anabaa has two stakes winners out of Nureyev mares, and sources of this strain that appeal
here are Peintre Celebre, Stravinksy and Fasliyev. The cross of Anabaa with Sadler’s Wells
line mares has not an exceptional one, although Anabaa does have stakes winners out of
mares by Singspiel and Scenic (sire of Blevic). However, Anacheeva is out of a mare by
Zabeel (broodmare sire, Nureyev, a three-quarters brother to Sadler’s Wells), and in addition
to those mentioned we can note Zabeel combining successfully with Sadler’s Wells through
Carnegie, Montjeu, Barathea, High Chaparral and Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New
Approach). Fairy King is a brother to Sadler’s Wells, and he may work well here through
Encosta de Lago (broodmare sire of an Anabaa grade two winner), who goes back to Night
Shift’s famed sister Fanfreluche.
The Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord and Sir Gaylord/Northern Dancer combination is
prominent in the pedigree of Anabaa, and that would encourage trying Northern Dancer
through General Nediym, whose grandsire, Shareef Dancer, is a product of the same cross.
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As a son of Danzig, Anabaa was not tested frequently with Danzig line mares, although he
does have a stakes winner out of a mare by Grand Lodge (by Chief’s Crown). We can note,
however, that there are already six stakes winners by Danzig line stallions out of Anabaa
mares, including grade one winner Rostova (by Testa Rossa, a son of Perugino, a threequarters brother to Nureyev, which should work well here). There are also two stakes
winners by Redoute’s Choice, and one by his son, Not A Single Doubt. Another Danzig line
stallion who might work here is Flying Spur, who brings in Fanfreluche, as does his close
relative Holy Roman Emperor.
The cross of Anabaa with Mr. Prospector line mares has provided 14 stakes winners. This
includes three out of mares by Woodman; one out of a mare by Gone West, and another
out of a mares by that horse’s son, Zafonic (sire of Xaar, who looks interesting here),
suggesting trying other Gone West line stallions, such as Mr. Greeley, Iffraaj, Elusive
Quality, Elusive City and Grand Slam; and two stakes winners out of mares by Machiavellian
(sire of Street Cry and Vettori ; and grandsire of Street Sense).
Woodman is a Mr. Prospector/Buckpasser cross and Anabaa also has stakes winners out of
mares by the similarly-bred Seeking the Gold (sire of Secret Savings, Lujain and Dubawi – a
horse who may like the Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord in Anacheeva) and Miswaki (sire of
Umatilla and Bachelor Duke). There is an Anabaa stakes winner out of a mare by Gulch (sire
of Thunder Gulch), one out of a mare by Kingmambo (sire of King’s Best and Dubai
Destination. It might also pay to introduce Mr. Prospector through Hussonet, Defensive
Play, Unbridled’s Song, El Moxie and Distorted Humor and Fusaichi Pegasus (who both give
well-placed inbreeding to Danzig).
Anabaa has four group winners out of Roberto line mares. They include classic winner Style
Vendome, who is out of a mare by Dr. Fong, a son of Kris S., a horse who can be introduced
through Prized and Brocco; graded winner Slapstick, who is out of mare by Red Ransom
(who might be sourced through such as Sri Pekan, Domesday, Charge Forward, Intikhab and
Ekraar); and group winner Arazan, out of a mare by Lear Fan, the sire of Casual Lies. It
would also be worth considering introducing Roberto through At Talaq. It could also be
worth trying Anacheeva over mares descending from Roberto’s sire, Halo, through More
Than Ready, Sunday Silence (represented in Australia by Tayasu Tsuyoshi, Fuji Kiseki and
Geniune) and Don’t Say Halo.
Anabaa did very well with mares from the Kenmare line, siring group one winner Virage de
Fortune out of a mare by Kenmare himself, two stakes winners out of a mare by Kendor,
and a group winner out of a mare Highest Honor, as well as a stakes winner out of a mare by
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that horse’s son, Verglas. This would suggest also trying mares by Metal Storm and Kenvain
as well another from the Kalamoun line in Jeune.
Introducing the Sir Tristram line will mean doubling that horse, but we can note that
Anacheeva’s graded stakes winning half-brother is bred a stallion bred on Danzig/Sir
Tristram cross and has Sir Tristram 3 x 3. One might look to daughters of Marauding,
Grosvenor, Kaapstad, Sovereign Red and Dalmacia, all of who appear in stakes winners
inbred to Sir Tristram with one strain via Zabeel, as here.
From the Star Kingdom line, Anabaa has a grade two winner out of a mare by Canny Lad and
a stakes winner out of mare by Marscay, and daughters of Hurricane Sky and St. Covet
might also be considered.
Duplicating Riverman has worked well for Anabaa, and this might be achieved with
daughters of Brief Truce or Exit to Nowhere. Anabaa has a trio of group one winners out of
Blushing Groom line mares, and this cross might be best introduced through Quest For
Fame, Nassipour or Housebuster. We will also note that Anabaa has two stakes winners out
of mares by Bite the Bullet (who gives a double of the important mare, Gay Missile), and his
close relative, Spectacular Spy might also work well.
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ANCHEEVA – BLUEBLOODS EDITORIAL
When one contemplates the impact of Danzig in Australia and New Zealand, naturally the
first horse to come to mind is the breed-shaping Danehill. As seminal an influence as
Danehill was, one should not look the impact of several other Danzig descendents in this
part of the world. The Danzig line via Green Desert has supplied such as New Zealand
Champion Sire Volksraad; Desert Sun, sire of the great mare Sunline and broodmare sire of
the invincible Black Caviar; and current freshman sire I Am Invincible. And then there is
Anabaa: following an unlikely racing career that saw him develop from a horse written off as
a “wobbler” to a European Champion Sprinter, Anabaa forged an international stud career
that saw him achieve a standing as one of the very best sons of his sire.
A two-time Champion of Two-Year-Olds in France, where he will be remembered as sire of
the mighty Goldikova and French Derby winner and grade one sire, Anabaa Blue, Anabaa
also more than made his mark in Australia. In fact from his shuttle seasons, Anabaa sired 38
stakes winners, no less than 19 of them graded. Eight of Anabaa’s Southern Hemisphere
sired offspring scored at the highest level, including Champions Yell and Anabandanda,
Virage de Fortune, Teranaba, and the classic winning champion siblings Headturner and
Anacheeva.
Anacheeva, who retired to begin his stud career at Victoria’s Chatswood Stud for the 2012
breeding season, earned his classic victory, and a title of Champion Three-Year-Old Miler in
Australia, with his score in the sire-making Caulfield Guineas (gr. I). Successful also in the
Caulfield Guineas Prelude and Mitchell McKenzie Stakes (gr. I), and third in the AJC
Australian Derby (gr. I), Anacheeva took the scalps of such as Toorak Toff, Jimmy Choux,
Yosei, Southern Speed, Shootoff, Ilovethiscity and Skilled.
Like Anabaa, Anacheeva’s dam, Monroe Magic, has also earned superstar status as a
producer. A daughter of Zabeel, she is dam not only of Anacheeva and the AJC Australian
Derby (gr. I) victor Headturner, but also of grade two scorer Kroner, and of the 2013
Manawatu Sires’ Produce Stakes (gr. I) captress O’Marilyn.
So, let’s have a looks at some strains that might suit Anacheeva. Firstly, we can note that
although Anabaa is a Northern Dancer line stallion he has done well back over mares from
that line, siring 21 stakes winners out of Northern Dancer line mares. His champion Yell is
one of two stakes winners by Anabaa out of mares by Bluebird, a son of Storm Bird, who is
also available through Storm Cat, whose representative in Australia include Hennessy,
Giant’s Causeway and his son Shamardal, Tale of the Catand Statue of Liberty (who gives
linebreeding to the exceptional mare Gay Missile). Danzig has also done well with Nijinsky II,
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a horse bred on similar lines to Storm Bird, including through Copper Kingdom and
Generous (by Caerleon), which also suggests Royal Academy and Yeats.
Anacheeva is a half-brother to grade one winner O’Marilyn, who is O’Reilly, a son of Last
Tycoon. Still with the Northern Dancer line we can note that Anacheeva’s granddam is
inbred to the great little Canadian through the Windfields Farm-bred The Minstrel and Vice
Regent. Anabaa has sired two stakes winners out of mares by Night Shift, who is another
Windfields-bred, and related to both of those horses. He could be brought in through Align,
Nicolette and Azamour. The Vice Regent strain could also be profitably doubled through
Deputy Minister (broodmare sire of an Anabaa stakes winner) through his sons French
Deputy and Dehere.
Anabaa has two stakes winners out of Nureyev mares, and sources of this strain that appeal
here are Peintre Celebre, Stravinksy and Fasliyev. The cross of Anabaa with Sadler’s Wells
line mares has not an exceptional one, although Anabaa does have stakes winners out of
mares by Singspiel and Scenic (sire of Blevic). However, Anacheeva is out of a mare by
Zabeel (broodmare sire, Nureyev, a three-quarters brother to Sadler’s Wells), and in addition
to those mentioned we can note Zabeel combining successfully with Sadler’s Wells through
Carnegie, Montjeu, Barathea, High Chaparral and Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New
Approach). Fairy King is a brother to Sadler’s Wells, and he may work well here through
Encosta de Lago (broodmare sire of an Anabaa grade two winner), who goes back to Night
Shift’s famed sister Fanfreluche.
The Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord and Sir Gaylord/Northern Dancer combination is
prominent in the pedigree of Anabaa, and that would encourage trying Northern Dancer
through General Nediym, whose grandsire, Shareef Dancer, is a product of the same cross.
As a son of Danzig, Anabaa was not tested frequently with Danzig line mares, although he
does have a stakes winner out of a mare by Grand Lodge (by Chief’s Crown). We can note,
however, that there are already six stakes winners by Danzig line stallions out of Anabaa
mares, including grade one winner Rostova (by Testa Rossa, a son of Perugino, a threequarters brother to Nureyev, which should work well here). There are also two stakes
winners by Redoute’s Choice, and one by his son, Not A Single Doubt. Another Danzig line
stallion who might work here is Flying Spur, who brings in Fanfreluche, as does his close
relative Holy Roman Emperor.
The cross of Anabaa with Mr. Prospector line mares has provided 14 stakes winners. This
includes three out of mares by Woodman; one out of a mare by Gone West, and another
out of a mares by that horse’s son, Zafonic (sire of Xaar, who looks interesting here),
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suggesting trying other Gone West line stallions, such as Mr. Greeley, Iffraaj, Elusive
Quality, Elusive City and Grand Slam; and two stakes winners out of mares by Machiavellian
(sire of Street Cry and Vettori ; and grandsire of Street Sense).
Woodman is a Mr. Prospector/Buckpasser cross and Anabaa also has stakes winners out of
mares by the similarly-bred Seeking the Gold (sire of Secret Savings, Lujain and Dubawi – a
horse who may like the Northern Dancer/Sir Gaylord in Anacheeva) and Miswaki (sire of
Umatilla and Bachelor Duke). There is an Anabaa stakes winner out of a mare by Gulch (sire
of Thunder Gulch), one out of a mare by Kingmambo (sire of King’s Best and Dubai
Destination. It might also pay to introduce Mr. Prospector through Hussonet, Defensive
Play, Unbridled’s Song, El Moxie and Distorted Humor and Fusaichi Pegasus (who both give
well-placed inbreeding to Danzig).
Anabaa has four group winners out of Roberto line mares. They include classic winner Style
Vendome, who is out of a mare by Dr. Fong, a son of Kris S., a horse who can be introduced
through Prized and Brocco; graded winner Slapstick, who is out of mare by Red Ransom
(who might be sourced through such as Sri Pekan, Domesday, Charge Forward, Intikhab and
Ekraar); and group winner Arazan, out of a mare by Lear Fan, the sire of Casual Lies. It
would also be worth considering introducing Roberto through At Talaq. It could also be
worth trying Anacheeva over mares descending from Roberto’s sire, Halo, through More
Than Ready, Sunday Silence (represented in Australia by Tayasu Tsuyoshi, Fuji Kiseki and
Geniune) and Don’t Say Halo.
Anabaa did very well with mares from the Kenmare line, siring group one winner Virage de
Fortune out of a mare by Kenmare himself, two stakes winners out of a mare by Kendor,
and a group winner out of a mare Highest Honor, as well as a stakes winner out of a mare by
that horse’s son, Verglas. This would suggest also trying mares by Metal Storm and Kenvain
as well another from the Kalamoun line in Jeune.
Introducing the Sir Tristram line will mean doubling that horse, but we can note that
Anacheeva’s graded stakes winning half-brother is bred a stallion bred on Danzig/Sir
Tristram cross and has Sir Tristram 3 x 3. One might look to daughters of Marauding,
Grosvenor, Kaapstad, Sovereign Red and Dalmacia, all of who appear in stakes winners
inbred to Sir Tristram with one strain via Zabeel, as here.
From the Star Kingdom line, Anabaa has a grade two winner out of a mare by Canny Lad and
a stakes winner out of mare by Marscay, and daughters of Hurricane Sky and St. Covet
might also be considered.
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Duplicating Riverman has worked well for Anabaa, and this might be achieved with
daughters of Brief Truce or Exit to Nowhere. Anabaa has a trio of group one winners out of
Blushing Groom line mares, and this cross might be best introduced through Quest For
Fame, Nassipour or Housebuster. We will also note that Anabaa has two stakes winners out
of mares by Bite the Bullet (who gives a double of the important mare, Gay Missile), and his
close relative, Spectacular Spy might also work well.
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